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Background  
  

This report documents a 
cross-border meeting in 
March 2014 between 80 
people from Isiolo and 
Garissa Counties. County 
government officials, local 
pastoral leaders, local 
politicians and 
representatives from local 
organisations attended 
(see annex 3 for a full list 
of participants).  The 
meeting was held within the context of the Adaptation Consortium managed by the 
National Drought Management Authority and funded by DfID/ UKAID as part of their 
StARCK+ programme (http://www.adaconsortium.org). 

The meeting was facilitated by the Resource Advocacy Programme (RAP) in response to 
local demand for a platform for dialogue on cross-border resource sharing between Isiolo 
and Garissa Counties. Both counties rely heavily on livestock production as the main 
economic activity. In the context of the Arid and Semi-Arid lands (ASALs), an 
environment where rainfall and therefore pasture distribution is unpredictable and 
transient, livestock mobility is essential to enhance production to levels which cannot be 
sustained if livestock are static. Livestock mobility does not operate within fixed 
administrative boundaries. Effective pastoral management strategies depend upon 
resource availability over a vast area. Different ethnic groups control access to and 
management of different grazing areas. Consequentially, a process for negotiating 
reciprocal access is essential for effective resource sharing. This is also essential if conflict 
over resources is to be avoided. Traditional institutions for negotiating resource access 
have been weakened by a range of factors including lack of government recognition and 
support. 1  The process of social differentiation has also impacted on traditional 
institutions’ capacity to achieve community consensus. The project therefore agreed to 
host a cross-border meeting between Isiolo and Garissa communities for them to discuss 
the dynamics of cross-border resource use and to decide what kind of platform or 
structure needs to be put in place to support future dialogue in support of negotiated and 
reciprocal use.  

                                                 
1 See  Tari,  D.  and  Pattison,  J.  2014.  Evolving  Customary  Institutions  in  the  Drylands:  An  opportunity  for 
devolved natural resource governance in Kenya?. IIED Issue Paper. IIED, London.  
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Day 1 
 

Introduction 

The meeting was facilitated by Daoud Tari of 
the Resource Advocacy Programme (RAP). 
After an initial round of introductions 
participants were asked to describe what they 
wanted to get out of the meeting. Box 1 
describes the consensus that emerged from 
these discussions. Participants were then 
presented with an outline of the proposed 
agenda. They were asked if this agenda would 
allow them to achieve their meeting objectives or if it needed to be altered (the meeting 
agenda is included in annex 4). The participants from Isiolo were very familiar with the 
project and had been through a long process in support of resource management both 
through public good investments and through engagement in a digital mapping process 
to capture resource management dynamics. However, participants from Garissa had no 
experience of the project as project activities had only recently begun. For this reason it 
was decided that the first agenda item should be providing a project summary for 
Garissa participants. This summary was provided by James Pattison (IIED) and Tom 
Rowley (IIED) who outlined the project approach, the Climate Adaptation Fund - (see 
annexes 1 and 2), the Total Economic Valuation methodology, and use of digital 
mapping technology. The presentation finished with Daoud Tari narrating the Isiolo 
automated “flyover” video in real time. The video utilises Google Earth to ‘fly’ at low 
altitude over the landscape so that key resources can be identified and described. 

Seasonal Timeline 

In order to initiate the discussion on cross-border mobility a seasonal timeline was 
constructed to show how different resources vary across a typical season. The impacts on 
livestock condition and livestock/ household migration were also included on the 
seasonal timeline. Periods, which are prone to conflict, were also recorded on the 
timeline. Constructing the timeline led to wider discussions on the types of resources and 
services, which motivate household mobility. In response to statements made by Boran 
participants concerning the Somalis reluctance to return to their own county after 
migration during drought, several Somalis commented that many factors motivate them 
to remain in Isiolo County after drought. Superior public services were considered a 
major factor in making Isiolo County a better place to live. According to both Boran and 
Somali participants, schools and health services were both more accessible and better 
quality in Isiolo. This combined with the generally better grazing resources and the 
presence of good livestock markets, make Isiolo a better place to live than Garissa. 

Box 1- Meeting Objectives 

 To  understand  if  there  is  a  better  way  to 
manage  the  sharing  of  resources  across  the 

Isiolo/Garissa border; 

 To  agree  on  a  plan  of  action  to  improve 

resource management. 
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Several Somali participants stated that they consider themselves to belong to Isiolo 
County rather than Garissa because they rely on resources in Isiolo more than Garissa.  

Participants then began to identify migration routes and discuss the volumes of livestock 
and households, which use those routes in different seasons, and under different 
environmental conditions. There was a trend during these discussions that Boran 
participants would offer higher migration figures than Somali participants which led to 
some arguments but in most cases a consensus figure was reached. Participants were 
invited to adjourn the meeting for a tea break before these mobility dynamics were 
transferred to the map. 

Mapping Mobility 

During the tea break a GIS map of Isiolo was projected onto a large sheet of joined 
flipchart papers.  Administrative boundaries of Isiolo, Garissa, all the surrounding 
counties and their constituent wards were traced with coloured pens.  Key features such 
as rivers were highlighted, along with the border between Isiolo and Garissa that was to 
be the focus of the workshop.   

Once the workshop participants had returned, the 
principle migrations were discussed and plotted 
on the large paper map on which the 
administrative borders and key physical features 
had been traced.  Three main routes were 
identified: between Jarajal and Kinna (sometimes 
via the Bisanadi Game Reserve), between Benane 
and Garba Tulla, and from Modogashe to Sericho 
(Figure 1). Due to the diffuse nature of migrations 
each route was shown using multiple arrows. Once these had been traced onto the 
flipcharts, participants discussed and attempted to quantify the number of households, 
goats, cattle and camels that would move along each route in a typical year.   The 
discussions over the volume of cross border traffic were quite intense, as there appeared 

to be vested interests in either 
exaggerating or downplaying the 
amount of migration.  The livestock 
figures displayed extreme variance 
ranging from just 200 head of cattle 
to 1,500,000 sheep and goats 
crossing the border along a given 
route each season.  
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Figure 1. Seasonal cross border movements between Garissa and Isiolo Counties, Kenya. 
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Figure 2. Seasonal cross border movements with an added second wave of movement into Samburu, 
Meru and Nithi counties. 

A second wave of migration leading from Isiolo into Samburu, Meru and Nithi Counties 
was also added to the map (Figure 2).  This was said to reflect the reactive movement of 
Boran and Somalis further into north-eastern areas during periods of extended drought 
once resources in Isiolo had been exhausted. This introduced the idea of a ‘domino 
effect’ with migration from one area triggering migration into another and so on. 

It was observed that one of the major migration routes (route 1) traversed an area in 
Isiolo that had been highlighted by resident Boran groups as a strategic drought reserve 
during the resource mapping process.  When asked about the impact of this traffic on the 
drought reserve the participants responded that this area, though traditionally held in 
reserve, was now impossible to control as it borders on Tana River, Garissa and the 
Bisanadi Game Reserve- all of which have quite porous borders.  They indicated that the 
area of controlled grazing now used as a strategic reserve was situated between the towns 
Garba Tulla, Boji, Belgesh and marked by the two hills of Damich and Uchaan. This 
area was added to the map accordingly (Figure 3).  This area too was a source of very 
recent conflict caused by an influx of Somalis who arrived to graze their camels.  The 
mediation of this conflict was still ongoing during the workshop and involved Boran and 
Somali elders, local government, members of RAP, and other stakeholders. The shifting 
of grazing patterns in response to changing human and environmental factors strongly 
reinforces the need to keep the resource maps up to date as “living maps” that  
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adequately reflect the dynamic reality of mobile resource tracking livelihoods. 

 
Figure 3. The movement of a drought reserve area from the border of Isiolo  
to a more central location. 

Finally the participants added conflict hot spots to the map.  Representatives from each 
ward listed the specific sites that conflicts had occurred in their areas, all of which were 
focused around a water source that mediated grazing access.  Having previously marked 
key areas of conflicts using the silhouette of a rifle, this approach was continued up to a 
point where the participants decided against the proliferation of conflict icons which 
were giving their map an unpleasantly militarised look (Figure 4).  It was decided instead 
that conflicts could be more subtly represented as an attribute of the relevant water 
points.  Having entered this data, water points that are a source of regular or sustained 
conflicts can be highlighted by querying the GIS database. 
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Figure 4. Screen shot showing the widespread conflict over water in Isiolo and prompting 
participants to suggest a less violent-looking approach to mapping conflict. 
 
After the conflict hotspots had been mapped and any alterations to migrations routes had 
been implemented the day’s meeting was drawn to a close with a few words of prayer.  
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Day 2 
Participants were welcomed back to the meeting hall and proceedings began with some 
words of prayer from a Somali elder. Participants then reviewed their mobility map, 
which Tom Rowley had fully digitised overnight. There were some adjustments to 
livestock numbers to achieve a final consensus (although there were still some dissenting 
voices) and there was further discussion about the reasons for increasing numbers of 
Somalis wanting to settle in Isiolo. As discussed on Day 1 of the meeting, the main 
reasons revolved around better grazing, and some participants specifically identified 
better soil types which livestock prefer. There is also more ‘chis’ or ‘jiss’ which is the 
Somali word for a type of palatable grass. Participants also reinforced the message that 
health and veterinary services were far superior on the Isiolo side of the border. It was 
also suggested that because of the strain on services created during periods of mass 
migration, Garissa County should contribute funds to support Isiolo services during 
these periods.  

Resource Management Institutions and Negotiated Access 

Before and Now 
When participants were asked about resource management institutions, the Boran 
described the role of dedha councils in managing resources in different zones whereby 
certain resources are preserved for the time of drought while others are only used during 
the dry and wet seasons. The Somali participants said that they used to have a similar 
institution called Kuthi but that now this institution only serves to manage the boreholes 
and was never as elaborate as the Boran’s dedha system. When asked about the ways in 
which resource sharing was managed in the past, Boran and Somali participants both 
mentioned instances of successful negotiation in times past. More recently, the 

negotiation process has completely broken down. 
Many participants from both counties regard the 
actions of the Provincial Administration to have 
contributed to this break down. The current situation 
is that households and livestock from Garissa 
migrate in large numbers in an uncoordinated way 
(decision-making is limited to the household level) 
and then once they are in Isiolo in sufficiently large 

numbers they request access to water points. This form of negotiation is regarded as very 
different from the traditional system whereby access was negotiated prior to migration. 
Somali participants said that it is only when they pass though Isiolo and into Samburu 
that they begin to coordinate movement in larger groups (for protection as Samburus are 
more likely to attack). 

There are examples of when resource access has been negotiated effectively in advance. 
Participants gave the example of 2001 when two ministers within the department of 
health facilitated negotiations between Somali and Boran pastoralists. The Boran agreed 
that a particular Somali clan (the same as one of the health ministers) could graze up to 
Qura mountain- these significantly reduced tensions between the two communities.  

“We have put our resources into 
categories. But these are not 
categories to punish anyone. It is 
for better resource management for 
everyone” 
                                   Boran pastoralist 
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In order to highlight ‘best practise’, a Boran participant highlighted an experience from 
1996 whereby Merti community moved towards Moyale to find grazing resources for 
their animals. They sent an advance party of elders to negotiate. The rest were asked to 
wait at a place called Ambolo while representatives from Moyale were sent to assess 
livestock numbers. They were then assigned a portion of land on which to graze. They 
returned home to Merti Ward as soon as conditions improved on their side.  

In the Future? 
When the discussion turned to how resources can be 
shared in a better way that does not cause conflict, 
there was an immediate consensus that events like 
the meeting in progress were essential in order to 
rebuild trust between the two communities. Based on 
the growing rapport between the two groups, Somali participants resolved to put in place 
a structure for negotiating access to resources. They went as far to say that they would 
also like to emulate the Boran system of resource management in their own County - a 
revelation that the Boran took to be real acceptance for their traditional system of 
resource management. The Boran committed to supporting their neighbours in the 
development of institutions and regulations for resource management. It was agreed by 
everybody that regular dialogue will be the key to the success of these new arrangements 

for negotiated cross-border resource sharing. A seasonal 
platform for dialogue (four times per year) was proposed 
for joint support by the two county governments. There 
was a consensus that there is a role for county governments 
in enforcing the outcomes of these negotiations and in 
planning the necessary support services when large 
numbers of people and livestock move. The idea of cross-

county funding for these types of initiatives was considered important due to the levels of 
mobility. Several participants commented that funds from central government are 
allocated on a per capita basis and that these funds should follow the people that are the 
intended beneficiaries - the burden should not be borne by the ‘host county’ because this 
can breed resentment and exacerbate conflict.  

The mood of the meeting was very positive and there were a number of suggestions that 
every ASAL county should have a dedicated and funded platform for dialogue and 
cross-border resource management in recognition of the importance of livestock mobility 
to people’s climate resilience and security. 

The meeting was brought to a close by a series of speeches encouraging further dialogue 
and cooperation between the two communities. Hussein Boru of RAP then thanked 
participants and invited a local elder to close the meeting with a word of prayer.

“We don’t want to chase the 
Somali away but we must keep 
pasture for tomorrow” 
                          Boran pastoralist 

“We must buy a leaf from 
your book”  
Somali pastoralist referring to 
Boran’s system of resource 
management 
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Annex 1
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Annex 2 
 

Summary of Approved CAF Proposals 
Scale                                                       Proposal details 

ANIMAL HEALTH 

County Rehabilitate county veterinary laboratory and improve animal health 
services  

WATER RESOURCES 

Ward Merti Ward- Drilling of a new borehole at Bambot in Mataarba 
location  

Ward Merti Ward- Closing down Yamicha open-access water pan 
Ward Sericho Ward- fencing of Manyagab water pan and rehabilitation of a 

shallow well at Hawaye. Desilting and fencing Fororsa water pan. 
Fencing Qotte Kora water pan. Training water management 
committees  

Ward Garbatula Ward- Fencing of Belgesh water pan  
Ward Oldonyiro Ward- Construction and rehabilitation of sand dams and 

construction of a water tank. Training of water management 
committee  

SUSTAINABLE RANGELAND MANAGEMENT 

Ward Merti Ward- Strengthening the capacity of rangeland users association 
(RUA) in managing natural resources  

Ward Sericho Ward- Strengthening the capacity of the traditional Dedha 
committees in natural resource management  

Ward Kinna Ward- Strengthening resource management institutions 
through developing and validating county by-laws. Purchase of 
equipment for surveillance of distant pastures during the wet seasons  

Ward Garbatula Ward- Strengthening of local institutions in natural 
resource management  

AGRICULTURE 
 

Ward Merti Ward- Extension of farm canals in Bulesa and Muchuro area  
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Annex 3 

Participants List for Cross-Border Meeting 

 NAMES  CONTACT/ID 
NUMBER 

DESIGNATION 
AND WARD 

COUNTY 

1. Ibrahim Jarso 26306980 Kinna/RAP Isiolo 
2. Abdikadir Tulla 21021118 GWAPC Isiolo  
3. Somo Roba 0006770 Garbatulla Isiolo 
4. Mohamud Halake 0078469 Kinna  Isiolo 
5. Ali Galgalo 20931722 Garba tulla Isiolo  
6. Hassan Gollo 0083330 Kinna  Isiolo  
7. Abdullahi H. Gonjobe 0080815 Senior Chief 

Sericho 
Isiolo 

8. Sar Goresa 0632616 Kinna  Isiolo  
9. Adan Bashane 0188450 Modogashe Garissa 
10. Salad Nur 0188661 Modogashe  Garissa  
11. Sheikh Salad 80644101 Kinna  Isiolo 
12. Guyo diba  0728823580 Kinna  Isiolo  
13. Said Gora 0725311447 Barambate  Isiolo  
14. Hussein Boru 0010807 RAP Isiolo  
15. Bala Fugabo 0726588993 Garbatulla  Isiolo  
16. Mohamed Madera 0724342291 Modogashe Isiolo  
17. Mohamed Ali 0724234555 Coordinator  Garissa  
18. Mahat Abdikadir 0723922582 Member of 

County 
Assembly 
Modogashe 

Garissa  

19. Mohamed Siyad 0726606069 Member of 
County 
Assembly 
Benane 

Garissa  

20. Abdirahman Hussein 8481827 Chief Modogashe Garissa 
21. Dakane Falir 8923765 Peace Chairman 

Lagdera  
Garissa 

22. Daib Bashir Abdi 0032106 Peace Division Garissa  
23. Abdi bundit  0187880 Peace Committee Garissa  
24. Aden Korone 0050897 Peace Committee Garissa  
25. Adan Abdullahi 0187678 mbalambala Garissa  
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26. Ahmed sheikh Farah 2105585 mbalambala Garissa  
27. Abdi Abdullahi 0187938 mbalambala  Garissa  
28. Sugow Mohamud 0189300 mbalambala Garissa  
29. Farah Maalim 0189909 mbalambala Garissa  
30. Hassan Abdi 9488073 mbalambala Garissa  
31. Ibrahim Hassan  0189236 mbalambala Garissa  
32. Boru Hama 3282387 Modogashe  Isiolo  
33. Nasir Mohamed 0078522 Garbatulla  Isiolo  
34. Mohamud Sheikh 16064773 Kinna  Isiolo  
35. Halake Osman 12874904 County Sub-

county 
Administrator 

Isiolo  

36. Dida A. Wako 20851017 County Ward 
Administrator-
Kinna 

Isiolo 

37. Isaiah Mose 10506009 Inspector 
D/DAPC 

Isiolo  

38. Paul Kiprono 9776224 OCPD Isiolo  
39. Jacob Bowen   Driver  Isiolo  
40. Franklin Chumba  Driver  Isiolo  
41. Jack Obuo  Deputy County 

Commissioner- 
Garbatulla 

Isiolo  

42. John Owande  Deputy County 
Commissioners’ 
office 

Isiolo  

43. Mohamud Osman 27828975 Member of 
County 
Assembly-
Danyere 

Garissa 

44. Rukia Diba 20261565 Kinna  Isiolo  
45. Adan Wario  Kinna  Isiolo  
46. Boru Jarso 0729774883 Sericho Isiolo  
47. Salat Ali 0723598143 Benane  Garissa 
48. Omar Abdille 20300860 Benane Garissa  
49. Abdikadir Hussein 21058042 Benane  Garissa  
50. Roba Galgalo 0711770540 Garbatulla  Isiolo  
51. Mohamed Abdullahi 0725864802 Kinna  Isiolo  
52. Wako Gollo 0728118592 Kinna  Isiolo  
53. Ibrahim Ali 0723260361 Kinna  Isiolo  
54. Abdullahi Hallo 0715760482 Kinna  Isiolo  
55. Halkano huka 0071761 Kinna  Isiolo  
56. Mumina Halkano 12875011 Garbatulla Isiolo  
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County Ward 
Administrator 

57. Fatuma Madera 20365043 Assistant Chief 
Garbatulla 

Isiolo  

58. Hussein Konsolle 0722600095 Garbatulla  Isiolo  
59. Osman A. Tuka  11274573 Chief Garbatulla Isiolo  
60. Halake Jillo  0727764162 Kinna  Isiolo  
61. Hassan Galgalo 0720410237 Kinna  Isiolo  
62. Hassan Wako Wario 0724615127 Isiolo Isiolo  
63. Kusow Gorod 24304633 Garbatulla  Isiolo  
64. Ali Hassan  0712885480 Kinna  Isiolo  
65. Mumina Abdullahi  0724167810 Garbatulla  Isiolo  
66. Bonaya Racha  0714943970 Garbatulla  Isiolo  
67. Fardhosa Ali  0716778611 Kinna  Isiolo  
68. Abdinasir Alinoor  0705270325 Cherab  Isiolo  
69. Mohamed Koricha  0713340123 Chari  Isiolo  
70. Wako Golicha 0719635656 Cherab  Isiolo  
71. Nuro Buke 0706606620 Chari  Isiolo  
72. Dabaso Halkano 0717326525 Cherab  Isiolo  
73. Elema Ade  Garbatulla  Isiolo  
74. Abdikarim Salesa  0726682573 Kinna  Isiolo  
75. Mohamed Ali 0711398062 Chari Isiolo  
76. Muktar Ungiti  0725281090 Garbatulla  Isiolo  
77. Idris Golicha   Sericho  Isiolo  
78. Abdinasir  0724489872 Benane  Isiolo  
79. Ali Salat   Garbatulla  Isiolo  
80. Alinoor Adan  Benane  Isiolo  
81. Rukia Ali  Garbatulla  Isiolo  
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Annex 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

M E E T I N G   A G E N D A  

 D A Y   O N E  

 1. Summarise the project- including: project approach, Climate Adaptation Fund 
(CAF) structure, Total Economic Valuation (TEV) methodology, resilience 
assessments and resource mapping 

2. Define the objectives of the meeting 

3. Seasonal timeline- establish seasonal dynamics of resource use, mobility and all 
other factors important to pastoral livelihoods 

4. Mapping mobility- transfer the seasonal aspects of mobility between Isiolo and 
Garissa onto the map while adding in more detailed data on types of mobility and 
numbers of households and livestock 

D A Y   T W O 

5. Review yesterday’s mobility map- check that basic dynamics are correct: 
seasonality, relative livestock numbers, conflicts etc. 

6. How do resource management institutions negotiate mobility between Isiolo 
and Garissa: Before, and Now?  Specifically- how/when are plans made- at the 
household, clan and community level? Is there a role for government in supporting 
planning? 

7. How should cross-border resource sharing be managed in the future? What 
needs to happen? What forms of support are required? What are the challenges? 

 

 


